SC-269 Pearl Harbor Collection, circa 1934-1941, 1986

(17 items)

The collection contains twelve 5” x 7” letterpress halftone photographs taken by Navy photographers on December 7, 1941 during and immediately following the attack on Pearl Harbor. Included are photographs of the USS Arizona, USS Maryland, USS Oklahoma, USS West Virginia, USS Tennessee, USS Shaw, USS Downes, USS Cassin, USS Pennsylvania, USS Helena, USS Nevada, and USS Oglala. Two photographs pre-date the attack: Amelia Earhart in Honolulu, Hawaii, and of Franklin D. Roosevelt with his son in Honolulu. Also included are: a pictorial history; a (reproduction) Dec. 7, 1941 issue of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin newspaper; and a transcript of an interview by Major Frank H. Lane, the Commander of the Hickam Hospital on Hickam AFB, Hawaii, on December 7, 1941.

1. USS West Virginia
2. Left to Right: USS West Virginia, USS Tennessee, USS Arizona
3. USS Maryland slightly damaged, USS Oklahoma sunk (right)
4. USS Nevada hit many times
5. USS Shaw hit with three bombs
6. USS West Virginia (foreground), USS Tennessee (Inboard)
7. USS West Virginia, USS Nevada on fire (front)
8. USS Downes (left), USS Cassin (right), USS Pennsylvania (rear)
9. Burning holes in side of Oklahoma to remove men trapped below. USS Maryland in background
10. Wreckage at Naval Air Station
11. USS Shaw (right center), USS Oglala (on side, front), USS Helena (left)
12. Wrecked naval scout seaplane
13. Franklin D. Roosevelt and son, Honolulu, Hawaii, [1934]
15. Honolulu Star-Bulletin Newspaper, Dec. 7, 1941 (reproduction)
17. Interview transcript of Hospital Commander at Hickam Field, Major Frank H. Lane.